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ABSTRACT 

A multitasking kernel is developed for Intel 80x86 based IBM personal comput-

ers(PC). This software packet allows fast preemptive context switching under Mi

crosoft Data Operating System (MS-DOS) environment. Together with MS-DOS 

and a Windows based graphics interface, this multitasking package will be able to 

deliver multiprogramming under an event driven, client/server based environment. 

Furthermore, this software packet is designed to include essential features which are 

necessities in a networking environment. A program developer may include this 

multitasking program in the kernel of a PC network operating system such as Nov

ell Netware and Microsoft Lan Manager. Most importantly, a client/server based 

Windows Graphic Interface model is developed to provide a pure event driven user 

interface similar to that of the X-Windows in Unix. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction 

The introduction of the Intel 8088 processor based personal computer (IBM PC) 

by IBM corporation in 1981 inaugurated a brand new era of personal computing. 

No one in 1981 including executives at IBM could foresee the profound impact that 

the IBM PC and its compatibles had on the industry and society as a whole. Tens 

of thousands of jobs were created as the result. Hundreds of companies emerged 

worldwide to meet the insatiable demand for software and hardware related products 

for the IBM PC. Consider this, in 1979, Microsoft corporation has only two employees. 

Ten years later, Microsoft has emerged as the largest independent software company 

which employs thousands of programmers and engineers. No wonder Time magazine 

labels the IBM PC as one of the ten most significant technical events after WWII 

[11]. 

At the same time, the processing power of the brain of the IBM PC , the Intel 

80x86 family of processors have increased dramatically. The processing power of 

iAPX 80486 processor is now rivalling the RISC (reduced instruction set) processors 

including the SPARC (scalable processing architecture) designed by leading work

station vendor SUN Microsystems [12]. Unfortunately, only a fraction of the PC's 
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Figure 1.1: Fundamental Functions of MS-DOS. 

processing power is utilized. The single most limiting factor is MS-DOS(Microsoft 

Disk Operating System) which is used by most of the PCs. Figure 1.1 illustrates the 

functions of MS-DOS [6]. 

As illustrated in the diagram above, DOS essentially does four broad categories of 

things: it manages I/O devices such as keyboard, controls programs, it also manages 

file systems, and processes commands. The limitations of DOS are apparent when 

one considers how DOS controls programs. This control involves loading programs 

from disk, allocating memory for program needs, and setting up the framework for a 

program's execution. Table 1.1 sums up DOS limitations in program control. 

The first limitation of DOS is largely due to the historical setting when IBM 

debuted its vaunted personal computer back in 1981. At that time, minicomputers 
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Table 1.1: Summary: Limitations of MS-DOS 

MS-DOS Limitations Description 

Accessible memory DOS is designed to access only 1 megabyte 
of total memory space, 
Of which, only 640 Kbytes is available for 
applications. 

Single-tasking system DOS allows the computer to do only 
one thing at a time. 

Stack allocation DOS allocates a fixed number 
of bytes for the stack required 
by the program. 

Sharing of data DOS does not provide a means for programs 
or processes to share data. 

Non-reentrant 
service routines 

DOS provides non-reentrant video I/O 
routines, and interrupt service routines. 

from IBM had only 512K to 1 megabyte of addressing space for internal memory. 

Even the respectable IBM 370 mainframe computer was equipped with the capability 

of addressing a couple of megabytes of memory space. Few people at that time could 

even imagine that a personal computer would use more than 640K of memory [6]. 

For the same reason, the PC designer believed that the IBM PC would remain 

an affordable computer for personal use only. Therefore, sharing of data, large stack 

allocation, and interprocess communication were not needed for such a system. Con

sequently, when MS-DOS was conceived, it was designed only to support the PC 

hardware of 1981. As PCs use more and more powerful processors and as software 

demands more and more memory, DOS is increasingly unable to deliver the full 

computing power that the PC hardware is able to deliver. 
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Although newer programs such as Microsoft Windows are able to implement mul

titasking in software, it is not efficient and the multitasking feature of Windows is 

rarely used [5]. The goal of this thesis is to develop a fast and efficient multitasking 

capability for the IBM PC under MS-DOS environment without writing a complete 

new operating system. The advantages of a multitasking over single-tasking system 

is well documented in several of the bibliography entries of this thesis. Since the vast 

majority of PC software is for DOS only, it is unrealistic for users to switch to an

other operating system such as OS/2 or Unix. The benefit of having this multitasking 

program is evident in a networking environment where multitasking is sometimes a 

necessity. 

In addition, as Local Area Networks are becoming increasingly popular for dis

tributed computing and file sharing, it is necessary to develop an X-Window type 

Client/Server based graphical interface for the IBM PC, so that one can fully take 

advantage of the power and efficiency of LAN as Unix users are doing now. With 

networking in mind, a client/server based user interface will make the concepts of 

virtual window, remote login a reality for the IBM PC. 

Chapter 2 is devoted to the hardware aspects of the PC. Chapter 3 is devoted to the 

concepts of hardware multitasking from the PC perspective. Chapter 4 describes in 

detail how the direct video input/output are implemented. Chapter 5 describes the 

essential features of the kernel by introducing key assembly routines that actually 

implement hardware multitasking. Furthermore, the discussion will focus on both 
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software and hardware. Graphs and flow charts will be employed as a tool to illustrate 

hardware context switching, and processes at various stages of execution. Chapter 6 

presents a Client and Server based Graphical Interface Protocol model for the IBM 

PC. This Graphical Interface is similar to the X-Window system on Unix platforms 

in certain concepts, but is much simpler and is designed currently for text mode 

display. Utility routines are written to convert graphic Dialogs or Windows obtained 

from Microsoft Windows to text mode. Chapter 7 presents the result and how the 

program was tested. In addition, future improvements are also discussed in Chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER 2 

PC Hardware and Organization 

2.1 Major Hardware Components 

For any IBM PC, PS/2 or compatible, there are three main physical parts, namely, 

system unit, monitor, and keyboard. The system unit is the single most important 

part of the PC. The system unit alone can be considered as the computer itself. The 

monitor and the keyboard may be considered as peripheral devices. The front view 

of the IBM PC is shown in Figure 2.1. The system unit contains essential parts 

of a computer system, the System Board, Adaptor Slots, RAM1 , Floppy Disk Drive, 

Hard Drive, Power Supply, and Speaker. The most important part of all is the system 

board. It is a large printed circuit board that contains the CPU2 , or Processor, Math 

Coprocessor if installed, various supporting chips that enable the computer system 

to function properly. Figure 2.2 is a block diagram showing what's inside the system 

unit. 

Of those components listed in Figure 2.2, only the following hardware components 

are essential to the implementation of hardware initiated multitasking on an IBM PC. 

JRAM is Random Access Memory. 
Abbreviation for Central Processing Unit. 
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Figure 2.1: IBM Personal System 2, Model 90 Front View. 

• Processor or CPU : Intel 80x86 family of microprocessors. 

• Memory : memory management during the program execution. 

• Mouse : for window based user interface. 

• Video Display : text mode user interface in a multitasking environment. 

The following sections of this chapter will discuss each of the items listed above. 

2.2 Intel 80x86 Family of Microprocessors 

The Intel 80x86 family of microprocessors are the brain of the IBM PC line of 

personal computers. Although the original PC uses the iAPX 8088 microprocessor 

as its brain, the 8088 architecture is essentially the same as its cousin, the 8086. As 

a matter of fact, any program written for the 8088 also runs on the 8086. Both the 
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Table 2.1: The progression of Intel 80x86 family of microprocessors 

Processors Number of Transistor Year of Introduction 
4004 2,205 1971 
8008 3,300 1972 
8080 4,500 1974 
8085 6,200 1976 
8086 29,000 1978 
80286 134,000 1982 
80386SX 375,000 1988 
80386DX 375,000 1885 
80486 1,200,000 1989 
80486SX 1,200,000 1991 
80586 4,000,000 1992 

8086 and 8088 work with 16 bits at a time. The difference is that the 8086 sends and 

receives 16 bits at a time while 8088 can only manage to send or receive eight bits 

at a time. In another words, the 8086 uses a 16-bit bus structure while 8088 uses an 

8-bit bus structure [8]. 

The table above shows the predecessors of the 80x86 family of processors, the 

80x86 family of processors, and the number of transistors contained in each processor. 

Although the latest processors introduced by Intel are much more powerful than the 

8086, they are all compatible with the 8086 in the sense that any program written for 

the 8086 will run on any late processor. The 8086 is fabricated in HMOS technology. 

With 20 memory address pins, the 8086 can address up to 1 megabyte of memory. 
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Effective address 
or offset 

16 bits 

* 4 bits 
Segment address 16 bits bits 

Physical address 20 bits : 

Figure 2.3: Computation of physical address in 8086. 

2.2.1 Characteristics of iAPX 8086 

In order to satisfy the need for multitasking and modular programming, the de

signers of the 8086 allow programs written for the 8086 to be divided into segments 

and use the segment registers to bias references to these segments automatically. For 

example, the program's code will be stored in the part of the memory specified by the 

code segment while the data allocated during the execution of the program is specified 

by the data segment. Most importantly, the stack3 is also addressed by two regis

ters, the stack segment register SS, and the stack pointer SP. The segment registers 

of the 8086 are CS, SS, DS, ES. CS contains the code segment, SS contains the stack 

segment, DS contains the data segment, and ES contains the extra segment. The 

segment address together with the offset address defines a unique physical address 

in memory. For instance, 0030:0001 is the address of the second byte in the segment 

30h. Since both the segment address and the offset use a 16 bit representation, there 

are 65,536 possible segments and each segment is limited to 64 kbytes. 

3A block of memory for temporary storage of data in a Last-In-First-Out (LIFO) manner. 
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Figure 2.4: Stack operation in 8086 

Aside from the segment register mentioned earlier, the 8086 has four 16 bit data 

registers, two 16 bit index registers, and one 16 bit stack pointer. SP, the stack 

pointer, is the most frequently used register in Assembly language programming. SP 

is commonly used to store the offset of the stack. The address SS:SP, segment:offset, 

points to the top of the stack. The stack is a critical element in the implementation 

of multitasking. The stack provides not only a means to store data temporarily by 

a program or process, but also a way of storing the current process's (task's) status 

before switching to another task. Unfortunately for the 8086 and DOS, task stacks 

are not protected from each other. 

As shown in Figure 2.4, the stack grows from higher memory addresses to lower 

memory addresses. Moreover, the data item that was the last one pushed onto the 
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stack will be the first one popped off the stack. Such stack operation poses a special 

problem in a multitasking environment. Since each task is supposed to have its 

own stack so that when its data or status4 are saved on the stack, they will not 

corrupt the same data pushed onto the stack earlier by another task. However, in 

the 8086, each task's stack is not protected from other stacks. It is the programmer's 

job to insure that individual task stacks will not be corrupted in a multitasking 

environment [23]. In Chapter 3 and Chapter 5, the stack management scheme for 

this multitasking system will be discussed in detail. Furthermore, the designer must 

specify the maximum stack size for each task to insure that a stack overflow situation 

will not occur. The computer hardware organization is explained elegantly in [25]. 

2.2.2 Advance Features of 80286 and 80386 

The 80286 has two modes of operation, real mode and protected mode. In real 

mode, the 286 acts just like an 8086. In the protected mode however, the 286 is 

able to address up to sixteen Mbytes of physical memory. Similarly, the 386 can also 

be operated in two modes, namely, real mode and protected mode. When the 386 is 

operating in the protected mode, it can address up to 4 gigabytes of memory. The 

part of the memory that is above 1024 kbytes is called extended memory. 

In addition to the physical memory that the 286 or 386 can address, there is 

another type of memory addressing scheme, commonly called virtual memory. Virtual 

memory allows the processor to address more than the amount of memory available 

4Status: Flags, registers, IP and CS are pushed onto the stack for restart. 
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by using disk space as the extension of the physical memory. Before a program is 

loaded in memory to be executed, the operating system creates a virtual memory 

space which completely models all the physical memory at its disposal. 

To implement virtual memory, a memory mapping scheme similar to the one 

implemented in Unix is used in DOS. A table of segments5 is set up. This descriptor 

table is referenced by an index pointer. With each segment there is an offset. The 

segment descriptor table maps selectors to physical segments. When the program 

tries to use some of the large virtual memory that hasn't been assigned a part of 

the smaller real memory, the equivalent amount of real memory occupied by another 

program is swapped to the disk and this chunk of real memory is assigned to this 

program. In reality, an interrupt called a page fault is generated by the process 

before the disk swapping operation takes place [21]. Virtual Memory is supported by 

MS-DOS 5.0 and MacroAssembler 6.0 from the Microsoft Corporation. 

The 286 and 386 processors are better equipped to support hardware multitasking 

than their predecessors. When the 286 or 386 is running in protected mode, they 

ensure that one task cannot access memory used by another. In summary, the 286, 

386 and 486 are equipped with three additional features to support its multitasking: 

extended memory, virtual memory, and protection. The client/server based Windows 

model developed in this project requires extended memory support. In addition, only 

PC's equipped with a 386 processor and above will be able to run this program. The 

5Commonly called descriptor table. 
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merit of using extended memory is that no regular memory (640K) is used and thus 

allowing all other DOS programs to run at full speed. 

2.3 EMS and XMS Standards 

As mentioned earlier, one of the fundamental flaws of DOS has to do with its 

inability to access more than 1 mbyte of memory even if there are several megabytes 

of memory available. There are basically two solutions available to circumvent the 

DOS limitation. 

2.3.1 The Expanded Memory Specification - EMS 

Expanded memory is installed on memory cards which allows applications to ac

cess up to 8 megabytes of memory above the DOS limit through memory paging. 

EMS in general uses a 64 K page frame that is located in the reserved area of DOS 

memory, that is between 640 K and 1024 K. This 64 K block of memory is not used 

by either BIOS (basic-input-output service) or DOS. The function of BIOS will be 

discussed in next chapter. Figure 2.5 shows the memory allocation under MS-DOS. 

Therefore, according to MS-DOS, the memory can be divided into three parts [1]. 

• OK to 640K is called conventional memory. 

• 640K to 1024K is called upper memory. 

• Everything above 1024K is referred to as extended memory. 
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Figure 2.6: Expanded memory. 

In order to access the expanded memory, the 64K page frame is divided into four 

windows of 16 K each. EMM386 from DOS manages expanded memory. Figure 2.6 

illustrates the expanded memory concepts. 
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2.3.2 The Extended Memory Specification - XMS 

As Figure 2.6 illustrates, all memory above 1024K is called extended memory. In 

order to use extended memory, the program must satisfy the following two conditions. 

• Programs are written after Extended Memory Specification protocol. 

• Treats extended memory as expanded memory. 

To satisfy the first condition, XMS memory manager is required. XMS memory man

ager is available from DOS 5.0. The detailed information about the XMS memory 

manager is provided in [6]. This multitasking system along with the client/server 

based user interface requires at least 2.0 Mbytes of extended memory. EMS or ex

panded memory is not required due to the fact that the memory accessing speed of 

extended memory is a tiny fraction of that of expanded memory. The client/server 

based graphic interface uses a background process to refresh the screen 55 times a 

second and uses the extended memory. 
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CHAPTER 3 

Reentrancy and Preemptive Mutitasking Concepts 

3.1 Preemptive Multitasking vs. Software Multitasking 

Since the PC 's operating system, DOS, doesn't have multitasking capabilities, 

there is a need to have a multitasking kernel or a completely new operating system 

that provides multitasking capabilities. The most popular DOS extender for multi

tasking is provided by Microsoft Windows, a Graphic User Interface (GUI) developed 

by Microsoft Corporation. New operating systems such as OS/2 which was devel

oped to replace DOS, and Unix are not being accepted widely in the mass market 

even though they provide true multitasking capability. OS/2 will only work on PCs 

with a 386 or 486 processor [5]. On the other hand, Microsoft Windows has become 

one of the most popular programs for PC's. With a 386 or 486 based PC, Win

dows provides multitasking implemented in software. Since DOS and BIOS routines 

are non-reentrant, hardware interrupts cannot be implemented [15]. The concept of 

reentrancy is important in implementing multitasking and a detailed discussion of 

reentrancy will be presented in the next section. 
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Figure 3.1: Non-preemptive Context Switching. 

Software multitasking implements software driven context switching. In another 

words, the switching from one task to another is not preemptive. Figure 3.1 illustrates 

non-preemptive context switching. Clearly, software driven context switching 

merely tries to catch a semaphore. The semaphore has to be released by the current 

running program. The release of a semaphore is commonly called giving up control. 

If successful, the semaphore is set, and the control is passed to the context switching 

routine which saves the status of the current task and lets the next task run [22]. 

For Microsoft Windows or Concurrent PC DOS (from Digital Research Corpora

tion), concurrency is accomplished by taking control of all the interrupt vectors and 

all the DOS function calls so it can manage the use of the processor at all times. 

Normally, a program called the dispatcher is built into the concurrent program, and 

it keeps track of all the programs that are running and decides which program should 
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Figure 3.2: Preemptive Context Switching 

be run next. The dispatcher works similar to the PC print spooler which sets up 

some special interrupts and redirects other BIOS entry points so that it can take 

control over the processor every few milliseconds. Then the dispatcher will peri

odically interrupt the currently running process and let the next task in the queue 

run. 

Hardware driven context switching is also called preemptive context witching. Pre

emptive context switching is initiated by the hardware interrupt of the processor. A 

hardware interrupt of the computer is generated internally. When a hardware in

terrupt occurs, the currently running process or task is suspended regardless of its 

current status. The next task is selected to run. Consequently, each task will be 

allowed to run precisely for a specified time slice. Figure 3.2 shows the preemptive 

context switching. Note that the entry point of the preemptive context switching 
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is caused by the hardware interrupt when the current time slice runs out. In order to 

implement hardware context switching, the following requirements must be satisfied. 

• All routines supporting the multitasking program must be written as reentrant 

code. 

• The hardware interrupt must occur internally for every time slice if time slicing 

multitasking is implemented. 

• Every task or process must be handled by the multitasking program in a reen

trant manner. 

• The multitasking program must not interfere with DOS or BIOS. 

The next section will explain why such requirements are essential in the implemen

tation of preemptive multitasking. 

3.2 The Reentrancy Requirement for Multitasking Routines 

Reentrancy is one of the most important concepts in multitasking. In a multi

tasking system, there are several programs in the memory at the same time. Each 

program is called a task. Then, there are utility routines within the multitasking 

system that will be called by each task to perform a specific function. These utility 

routines are commonly referred to as common procedures [2]. These procedures typ

ically are library routines or system programs that provide essential services such as 

I/O drivers, video display routines, video I/O routines, mouse drivers, etc. If these 
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routines are not written in such a way that it is prepared to handle the next task 

when a hardware interrupt occurs, the system will crash. 

Furthermore, when the hardware interrupt occurs, all the contents of the registers 

and intermediate results are pushed onto the stack. If that part of the stack is not 

protected, when another task takes over, there is a great possibility that the registers 

and intermediate results of the second task will be stored in the stack area where the 

data belonging to the previous task is stored. In other words, the previous task will 

not be prepared to run when the control is passed to it. Such an error will either 

cause the system to crash or at best the first task will not execute properly [23]. 

In addition, since an I/O routine is dynamically linked to different calling programs 

at execution time, this I/O routine will cause the system to crash, if it only works 

when it is placed in a certain memory address relative to the calling program. 

Thus, a reentrant program must satisfy the following criteria. 

• A serially shared procedure must be able to reinitialize itself at the beginning 

of each call. 

• All results plus the contents of each register must be stored in locations that are 

associated with the calling processes. In no circumstances, will the above stack 

or data area associated with a particular task be left unprotected by allowing 

other tasks or programs to access it. 
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• A reentrant program must be position independent. In other words, the code 

must run correctly no matter where it is placed in the physical memory or 

where it is placed relative to the programs or tasks that call it. 

To illustrate the concept of a reentrant routine, Figure 3.3 shows a reentrant routine 

which is shared by two programs in a typical 80x86 processor based system. Clearly, 

the reentrant routine consists of pure code which cannot be modified during the 

execution process. Moreover, the temporary results or data is stored in data segments 

associated with each task. When hardware interrupt driven context switching occurs, 

the data stored by the previous task will not be disturbed. 

3.3 Hardware Interrupt Driven Time-Slicing 

The multitasking system implemented here uses the time slicing method which al

lows each task to share the CPU equally. Such an implemention is commonly called 

time sharing. The simplest implementation of a time slicing system is called Round 

Robin where each task takes turns to using the CPU. If Round Robin is implemented, 

then each task will acquire the same share of CPU power. It is important to distin

guish between the time slicing system and the time shared system. In general terms, 

a time slicing system belongs to the time shared system. However, a time shared sys

tem may not be a multitasking system. In fact, time shared systems had existed long 

before the first multitasking system was ever constructed. In a time shared system, 

a program runs and give up control to another program only when it is finished or is 
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Figure 3.3: Reentrant routine called by two programs during execution. 
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Figure 3.4: Possible states and state changes in a time shared system, 

waiting for I/O operation. In such a system, a process can only be in the following 

states. 

• Running : The process is currently being executed by the CPU. 

i 

• Blocked : The execution of the process is discontinued because it is waiting for 

an event to happen. 

• Ready : The process can be executed any time. 

Figure 3.4 shows the possible states and state changes in a time shared system. 

A time slicing multitasking system on the other hand, allocates an equal amount 

of CPU time to each program. Hardware interrupts are used to provide extremely 

fast context switching. Context switching means the process of suspending the current 

running process and letting the next process in the ready state run. Note that process, 

program, and task are used interchangeably here. To understand hardware interrupt 

driven time slicing, the interrupt mechanism in an 80x86 processor must be examined. 

Generally speaking, there are three broad categories of interrupts, namely, hard

ware, exception, and software interrupts. When classifying interrupts according to 
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Table 3.1: Types of interrupts available to IBM PC. 

Interrupt Types Interrupt Applications 
Intel Hardware Interrupts Build in hardware interrupts 

of 80x86, e.g. power-failure interrupt 
divide by zero interrupt, etc. 

IBM define PC 
hardware interrupts 

interrupts in IBM PC that defines an event, 
e.g. printer out of paper, time day, 
disk I/O completed, etc. 

DOS software interrupts internal DOS service routines. 
Application software 
interrupts 

Table interrupts 

Established temporary by application 
programs, e.g.setting break point in a 
debugging program. 
Additional interrupt numbers contained in the 
interrupt vector table. Provided for user 
defined interrupt service routines. 

their function there are five classes of interrupts [9]. Table 3.1 lists interrupts accord

ing to their functions. 

For each hardware interrupt, there is an interrupt service routine associated with 

it. An interrupt service routine is similar to a procedure in that it can be branched 

to from any program and a return branch is made to the program after the interrupt 

routine is executed. There are two ways an interrupt can be generated in an 80x86 

processor. An interrupt initiated by a signal on the NMI pin is called a nonmaskable 

interrupt which will cause the CPU to suspend whatever the current task might 

be regardless of the IF (Interrupt Flag). On the contrary, a maskable interrupt is 

initiated by a signal on the INTR pin of an 80x86 processor. Maskable interrupts 

are used for the implementation of this multitasking system. A logic 1 on the IF 

will cause the interrupt to be ignored. There are 256 different types of interrupts 
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available under MS-DOS. Of those, type 5 to 255 may be used by the programmer. 

The interrupt sequence is shown below. 

• Establish a type N of interrupt. 

• Push the current contents of the PSW, CS, and IP onto the stack in that order. 

• Clear the IF and TF flags. 

• Put the contents of memory location 4 * N into the flag and the contents of 

A* N + 2 into CS. 

The preemptive interrupt used to implement time slicing recommended by Mi

crosoft is interrupt type 8, the Time of Day interrupt. The Time of Day interrupt 

is a hardware interrupt. This interrupt is called by DOS to update the PC's internal 

time of day (which is store in the BIOS data area) 18.2 times a seconds. In addi

tion, the Time of Day interrupt is also used to set or reset the DOS timer. Most 

significantly, the Time of Day interrupt will automatically call INT 1CH [9]. This 

feature is the most significant part of the multitasking system. Because it is possible 

to intercept the timer and do something 18.2 times a second by intercepting INT 

1CH hardware interrupt. INT 1CH is called Timer Tick Interrupt. Since it is called 

by INT 8H, it is also get called 18.2 times a second. Originally, INT 1CH points 

only to an IRET. To intercept the INT 1CH, the following steps must be taken to 

insure the integrity of the system when intercepting INT 8H and INT 1CH to perform 

customized tasks. 
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• Update the Programmable Interrupt Timer to insure DOS time of day is kept 

correctly. 

• Make sure that the interrupts INT 08H and INT ICH are restored to their 

original status when the customized tasks are completed. 

In addition, due to the fact that the interrupt handler for INT ICH must hold control 

for a long period of time when the display manager takes control to refresh windows 

and dialogs, and to process windows or dialogs (i.g. resizing or moving windows), the 

interrupt handler is chained to INT 08H in order to allow the BIOS to completely 

process the timer interrupt. 

The first step is essential because DOS uses the Time of Day INT to determine 

how long the disk driver should be on or off. Note that the updating of DOS time 

of day has nothing to do with the current time. When the PC is disconnected from 

its power supply, the DOS time of day is not being updated. However, when the PC 

is reconnected to a power supply, the DOS time of day is being updated again from 

the real time clock. Thus, the relative time elapse is correct. 

Consider the disk driver example when the old DOS time of day stops being 

updated. In this case, whenever the floppy disk driver is turned on, the the floppy 

disk driver motor will stay on until the power is turned off. The consequences would 

be a damaged floppy disk or a possibly damaged disk driver. Normally, the floppy 

disk driver motor will be on for only 3 seconds when the floppy disk I/O is completed. 

On the other hand, if the DOS time of day is updated incorrectly, the floppy disk 
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driver motor may be turned off prematurely before the floppy disk read or write can be 

completed. The reason that the floppy disk driver motor is on for 3 additional seconds 

is to prevent turning the motor on and off excessively when there are consecutive disk 

operations. 

The second step must be taken so that the old DOS time of day routine may be 

running as before. In order to intercept INT 08H and INT 1CH1 , it is necessary 

to patch the customized interrupt service routines (ISR) into 08H and 01CH vectors. 

The •patching process is shown in Figure 3.5. First, the old vectors of INT 08H and 

INT 1CH are saved onto the stack or in memory locations. Then, the offsets and 

segments of new ISRs are copied into the vector table. Thus, the new ISR will start 

running when the timer interrupt is called. The scheme for updating of DOS time 

and day and the implementation details of patching will be presented in Chapter 5. 

3.4 Memory, Video Input/Ouput, Stack Management 

In a real time multitasking system, all tasks remain in resident memory through 

the execution process. DOS does support resident programs such as DOSSHELL, 

HELP Utility, etc. However, the only resident programs that DOS support are .COM 

files which are limited to 64 K in size [18]. In .COM files, Stack, Data, and Program 

are contained in the same segment. It is DOS's job to allocate stacks for temporary 

storage. .EXE files are by far the most common programs that one may encounter. 

.EXE contains the program segment prefix (PSP) which enables a .EXE file to be 

1These two interrupts goes in pairs, if INT 08H is called, INT 1CH will be called as well. 
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virtually unrestricted in size. For .EXE files, it is the programmer's job to designate 

the stack segment, data segment, code segment and extra segment for each program. 

As mentioned previously, reentrancy is a fundamental requirement in real time 

multitasking. To achieve the requirement of reentrancy, each task should be protected 

from each other. Of course, in protected mode operation of a 286, 386 or 486, 

reentrancy will not be a problem. But in order to achieve compatibility with programs 

running in real mode, it is imperative to make sure that no task will be able to access 

another task's stack or memory. In particular, each task's stack must not grow out 

of its boundary or heap and encroach onto other task's stack. Note that the stack 

grows from high address to low address. The stack serves multiple purposes in a 

multitasking environment. During context switching, the currently running process's 

flags, registers, Code Segment and Offset will all pushed onto its own stack. If there is 

error in implementing this step, the system will crash. Therefore in this multitasking 

system, each task will initially be allocated a stack and if the default stack is less than 

the actual of temporary storage requirement, the kernel will allocate more memory 

dynamically. Chapter 5 will explain the stack allocation in detail. 

Chapter 4 will list and explain all the BIOS equivalent reentrant routines written 

for the Window Manager. All routines are written in MASM 6.0B and they are not 

compatible with routines written in earlier versions of MASM. Chapter 6 will illus

trate the concepts of Client/Server based graphic interface and its implementation. 

Chapter 5 explains how the multitasking part of the kernel is implemented. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Window Generation and Reentrant BIOS Equivalent Video 

Routines 

4.1 Window Generation For the Client/Server Based Windows Protocol 

In developing the client/server based Windows Protocol, a consistent and effi

cient method to generate windows in software must be obtained. A window usually 

occupies portion of the video screen and have the following characteristics. 

1. Border: Lines that define a window on the screen. 

2. ScrollBar: Although a window can be resized by the user, ScrollBar provides a 

means to move content of a window in the direction of the scroll button while 

the size of a window remains the same. 

3. Scroll Button: Indicate the relative location of the window content. 

4. Iconify Gadget: Allow an user to shrink a window to an icon by clicking the 

cursor at the iconify gadget location. 

5. Cursor: Indicating the current cursor location within a window. 

6. Title: The title of a window. 
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2 .  

3. 

Figure 4.1: A Typical Window Generated by the Window Manager. 

7. Resizing Gadget: Allow the mouse to change the window size by dragging the 

window at the gadget location. 

Figure 4.1 shows an example of a window generated by the window manager of the 

client/server based Windows Protocol. A window structure is defined as follows. 

WINDOW STRUCT 

wrow WORD ? 

wcol WORD ? 

wrows WORD ? 

wools WORD ? 

wcolor WORD ? 

wborder WORD ? 
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wbcolor WORD ? 

wvbutton DWORD ? 

whbutton DWORD ? 

cursorLoc DWORD ? 

whandle WORD ? 

wtitle BYTE 40 DUP (?) 

WINDOW ENDS 

Note that scroll bars, window gadgets and scroll buttons are considered to be separate 

windows. Consequently, one can see that the process to generate a window can 

become very tedious if this window has many controls, gadgets or scroll buttons. 

A typical example of a complex window is a calculator similar to the one available 

in X-Windows or Microsoft Windows. Therefore, it is necessary to store complex 

windows in binary form in a data base (or a file), so that the window manager can 

simply read the window it needs from the data base at run time. 

Microsoft or Borland C++ development tools all have utility programs allowing 

the program developer to generate graphic windows for Microsoft Windows. In this 

case, Borland C++ window resource manager is used to generate complex graphic 

windows (which are called Dialogs by Microsoft). Such graphic windows, dialogs can 

then be converted to text mode and can be stored in a database or a file on the disk. 

Notice that the window structure specifies the exact screen location of the window 

so that the window manager can easily obtain the video memory address to paint a 
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window or a dialog. Therefore, no BIOS calls axe made in generating windows at run 

time. However, since some windows have simple editor functions which allows the 

user to type a command or enter a string of data (that's the reason that the hardware 

cursor location is included in the WINDOW structure), BIOS calls will inevitably 

be made. Since BIOS calls are not reentrant, and therefore cannot be included in 

a multitasking environment, it is necessary to develop some BIOS equivalent, direct 

video input routines for the window manager. The rest of the sections will illustrate 

one method to develop such reentrant routines. 

4.2 The IBM PC Video Standards 

To understand why it is necessary to develop reentrant (direct) video input /output 

routines, it is important to understand the PC video display hardware as well as 

software. The IBM PC display hardware consist of the following major components. 

• Monitor or sometimes called terminal. 

• Electronic components, video controller, video adapter (8514/A,EGA,CGA,MGA). 

• Video memory. 
I 

The monitor of the PC is quite similar to a television set. The screen is painted by a 

moving electron beam. The PC has about seven video standards. Of which, four are 

named after their video adapters. For detailed adapter information, please see [9] or 

[10]. 
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Video memory is located on the video adapter board. For the VGA monitor, there 

are eight pages of video memory available. Each page are 2048 bytes of RAM. Under 

MS-DOS, only page 0 is used for display purposes. However, it will be desirable to 

store windows in another video page so that they can be copied to video page 0 if 

necessary. Since many applications use one or several video pages under MS-DOS 

(i.g. WordPerfect), all windows generated by the display manager are saved to the 

heap. The detailed implementation of the display/window manager will be discussed 

in Chapter 6. However, video page 7 is used by the kernel to display critical error 

information during run time. 

Aside from that, the only way to access video modes under DOS is through BIOS, 

the Basic Input/Output Services of the IBM PC. The BIOS functions can be called 

through interrupt 10H. The following table lists interrupt 10# BIOS video services. 

Several BIOS functions such as Set Cursor Type, Set Cursor Position are needed by 

the display manager. Therefore, basic BIOS functions are rewritten as reeentrant 

routines. 

In Microsoft Windows, the display screen is split either vertically or horizontally 

into different windows. Microsoft Windows uses only page 0 for display purposes. 

When text is written to a window that is covered by another window, it is referred 

to as writing to an "occluded" window [17]. Microsoft Windows keep track of virtual 

windows that are stored in its reserved areas of the memory. Each area of virtual 

memory usually matches to the size of a video display page. When one switches from 
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Table 4.1: The interrupt 10# video services 

Video Service(hex) Description 
00 Set Mode 
01 Set Cursor Type 
02 Set Cursor Position 
03 Read Cursor Position 
05 Select Active Display Page 
06 Scroll ACtive Page Up 
07 Scroll Active Page Down 
08 Read Attribute/Character at Cursor Position 
09 Write Attribute/Character at Cursor Position 
OA Write Character at Cursor Position 
OB Set Color Pallete 
0C Read Dot 
0D Write Dot 
0E Write Teletype to Active Page 
OF Read Current Video State 
10 Set Palette Registers 
11 Character Generator 
13 Write String 
15 Return Information about Active Display 
1C Save/Restore Video State 
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one window to another, the corresponding virtual memory is copied to video page 0 

while the old window is copied back to its virtual window. Such a process is called 

refreshing of the window. 

In developing the client/server based graphical interface, a virtual memory scheme 

similar to that of Microsoft Windows is implemented. However, in contrast to the 

Windows implemention, each window is written to a memory heap (maintained by 

kernel's memory manager) instead of to the video memory directly. Then, a back

ground process will paint each saved window to the screen in correct order every 

18 msec. Since the repainting process is so fast, the user will not even notice the 

change. Chapter 6 will explain why it is necessary to implement it this way in a 

networking environment. 

There are two different display modes available in a PC, namely, the Video Text 

Mode, and the Video Graphic Mode. In graphic mode, the cursor must be imple

mented in software because there is no such thing as a hardware cursor in graphic 

mode. Furthermore, OS/2 uses a bitmaped screen in graphic mode. Therefore, for 

the sake of simplicity, all direct video routines and the client/server graphic windows 

interface are written for text mode only. Graphic dialogs obtained from Borland 

C++'s window resource manager are converted to text mode. 
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4.3 Programming the Motorola 6845 CRTC controller 

In order to bypass BIOS completely during video I/O, it is necessary to access the 

underlying hardware that controls the I/O interface. Very few people realize that for 

the majority of PC's regardless of the type of monitor they have, the Motorola 6845 

Cathode Ray Tube Controller chip generates and controls the electronics required for 

interfacing a CRT display device with a PC [10]. The key to programing the 6845 

CRTC controller is by programming its address registers. These address registers can 

be read and written through its I/O port addresses. For IBM compatibles, the port 

address of the 6845 is located at Q3B4H if it is the monochrome adapter. For the 

color adapter, port address OSDiH is accessed. 

The registers of the 6845 provide direct hardware control over video display. Some 

registers should not be tampered with in order to avoid possible damage to the 

monitor. For example, if one incorrectly set the raster scan, the electron beam will 

stop tracing and will focusing instead on one spot on the screen. Consequently, 

the electron beam will burn a hole in the phosphorus coating and cause permanent 

damage to the monitor. 

Two steps are needed to access the data register of the 6845. First, the register 

number is written to the 6845's address register. Then the data register can be ac

cessed by reading or writing to the next higher numbered port address (03B4H/03B5H 

for monochrome and 03D4H/03D5H for color adapters). The following registers listed 

in Table 4.1 are required for direct video control in text mode. 
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Table 4.2: 6845 CRTC controller's data register interested in this project. 

Register No. Function 
OAH cursor size starting row (top) 
OBH cursor size ending row (bottom) 
OCH display word start address high 
ODH display word start address low 
OEH hardware cursor location high 
OFH hardware cursor location low 

As mentioned earlier, a VGA adapter has 32K of video buffer memory and there

fore eight 80x25 screens can be stored in the video buffer. Each screen is called one 

video display page. The display page boundaries are based on intervals of 2048 words. 

The appropriate value to load into the display address registers depends on the 

word offset of the first attribute/character in the 2048 word video page. The offset 

is a 16 bit value from the beginning of the video buffer segment. The selected video 

page will become visible as soon as the 6845 CRTC registers have been loaded. Notice 

that video memory is always used in pairs of bytes, with two bytes (data/attribute) 

for each text position as shown in Figure 4.2. 

The following assembly code illustrates the usage of extended OUT instruction 

with DX register contains the 1/0 address. 
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mov dx, 03D4H 

mov al,0CH 

out dx,al 

inc dx 

mov al,HIGH_BYTE 

out dx,al 

dec dx 

mov al.ODH 

out dx,al 

inc dx 

mov al,LOW_BYTE 

out dx,al 

;set dx := I/O port for 

;the 6845 chip (assumed to be a 

;color display) 

;nov set the data register number 

;that is to receive the high byte 

;set dx :« next higher I/O port 

;to access the data register 

;load high byte of offset data 

;and send it out 

;reset dx := I/O address port 

;set the data register number 

;that is to receive the low byte 

;set dx:= next higher I/O port 

;to receive the low byte 

;load low byte of offset data 

;and send it out 

Notice that the AX or AL register is the implied source or destination for OUT and IN 

instructions. Changing the location of the hardware cursor is performed in a similar 

manner, except that the offset involves not only the page but also the character row 

and column at which the cursor is to be made visible. Changing cursor size involves 
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Figure 4.2: Video screen and display memory in text mode. 

specifying the start (top) row and end (bottom) row for the cursor block. The top 

row is numbered from 1 to a maximum end row of 14 on a VGA display. 

Since the data registers of 6845 CRTC are modified, it is important that the BIOS 

data are updated so that when DOS takes over after the completion of multitasking, 

the BIOS routines will be in synchronism with the changes that are made to the 

control registers of the 6845. The data which need to be updated are located in 

segment 0 [9]. Table 4.2 lists these data used by DOS and BIOS routines in segment 0. 

4.4 Direct Video Routines For Keyboard Based Inputs 

All routines are written in assembly language. These routines are assembled with 

the /VM (Virtual Memory) option. The following routines provide all video I/O 

functions supported otherwise by BIOS. In addition, a number of routines are written 
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Table 4.3: Data used by DOS and BIOS routines. 

DOS DATA OFFSET 
IN SEGMENT 0000 

TYPE Function 

0463H Word I/O Port address of current CRTC adapter 
(03B4H mono and 03D4H color) 

0462H Byte Current active page number (0-7) 
044EH Word Byte offset of display start address. 

Note that this is the byte offset from 
the beginning of the video buffer, not 
the word offset as used in the 6845 
registers. 

0449H byte Current BIOS display mode number. 
0460H Word Starting/Ending lines for cursor sizing 

High byte has starting (top) line and 
low byte has ending (bottom) line. 

0450H 8 Words Array of 8 words containing 
cursor position for each of 8 possible 
video pages, high byte by having 
character row and low byte 
character column. 
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to support Microsoft Mouse. Notice that these routines are necessary for keyboard 

based implementation. The examples of keyboard based inputs are: 

• Reading user command from the keyboard. 

• Simple editor allowing a user to input data to the system. 

• Simulate a DOS window as in OS/2 or Microsoft Windows (not implemented 

in this project). 

Some of the direct video routines are listed in the following. Note that the input 

parameters and the procedure prototype of each routine are listed in MASM 6.0 

assembly language format. 

• Proc Far VideoData(); 

The purpose of this procedure is to update a data structure provided in the 

assembly language data segment by reading specified 6845 registers and the 

DOS data areas. 

typedef struct { 

short unsigned int addr; /* 6845 port address */ 

short unsigned int CurStart; /* cursor sizing */ 

short unsigned int CurEnd; 

short unsigned int row; /* cursor location */ 

short unsigned int col; 
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short unsigned int StartAddr; 

short unsigned int VideoHode; 

short unsigned int vpage; 

> vga; 

EXTERNDEF vga:CrtcAddr; 

/* display page offset */ 

I* current video mode */ 

/* current video page */ 

• WriteString Proc Far 

whandle:DWORD, StrBufrDWORD, wrow:WORD, wcol:WORD 

attribute:WORD,length:WORD,page:WORD 

The purpose of this procedure is to write a character string directly to the 

specified window at a specified video display page bypassing DOS and BIOS 

thus causing the string to appear at a specified row and column of a window 

in a specified foreground/background color. Default attribute is the window 

color. The first parameter is the seg: offset of the window struture. The 

second parameter is a far pointer to a null terminated string in memory that is 

to be moved to a specified page of the video buffer. The next two parameters, 

row and col, specify the row and column of the specified window at which 

the string is to appear. The attribute parameter is the hex value used to 

set the foreground/background display attributes for the string. Length is 

the maximum number of characters to be displayed if a null character is not 

encountered. Page is an integer 0 to 7 specifying the video page where the 
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window is located. In this project, Page is always video page 0. If page is set 

to —1, then the string is to be placed on the currently visible page. Definitions 

for various display attributes and special graphics characters will be found in 

[15]. 

CurPos Proc Far whandle:DWORD, wrow:WORD, ADDR wcoltWORD 

The purpose of this procedure is to move the hardware cursor to the row and 

column of the specified window. Whandle is the seg:off s of the window struc

ture. 

ClearScreen Proc Far page:WORD 

The purpose of this procedure is to clear the specified video page to the blank 

ASCII character and also to set the attribute byte to the normal attribute 

(07H). If page is —1, the current visible page is to be cleared. 

CursorSize Proc Far start:WORD, end:WORD 

The purpose of this procedure is to set the appropriate values into the 6845 

CRTC control registers to change the size of the hardware cursor. The first 

parameter is the start row for the cursor and the second parameter is the end 

row for the cursor. 

SetVpage Proc Far page:WORD The purpose of this procedure is to set 

the appropriate values into the 6845 CRTC control registers to cause the desired 
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video page to be displayed. If the page value is —1, then no page change is 

required. 

ClearWin Proc Far whandle:DWORD, attribute:WORD, page:WORD 

The purpose of this procedure is to clear a specified window on a specified video 

page to a given display attribute while setting all of the characters in the win

dow to the blank ASCII character (20H). Whandle is the location of the window 

structure which has the exact screen location of this window. If the page value 

is —1, then the visible video page is the target. 

ClearAttribute Proc Far whandle:DWORD, wrowrWORD, wcol:WORD, 

wcols:WORD, wrows:WORD, attribute:WORD, page:WORD 

The purpose of this procedure is almost the same as ClearWin except that 

the characters being displayed are not cleared to the blank ASCII character 

when the display attributes are changed. Note that if wrow and wcol are not 

specified, then the entire window is cleared. 

GetConfig Proc Far Addr mem:WORD 

This routine gets the amount of conventional memory and extended memory 

installed. Note that when certain device drivers, such as HIMEM.SYS are 

installed, they take over all of extended memory, and the extended memory 

will be reported as 0. Since the data is obtained through BIOS calls, this 

routine is not reentrant. If mem is 0 this routine returns conventional memory 

in kilobytes. Otherwise, the extended memory in kilobytes is returned. 
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In order to provide mouse support for the user interface, the following routines 

are written to support the Microsoft standard mouse driver. Most routines will work 

with mouse drivers later than version 7.0. If problems arise, change to the latest 

mouse driver which at the time this was written was version 7.04. The interrupt 

handler may not be available in earlier device drivers. Note that these routines use 

BIOS mouse INT 33H functions. The following routines will work only if the BIOS 

is up to date. In another word, if the BIOS version is older than the mouse driver, 

there is no guarantee that the following routines will work. 

• EnableMouse Proc Far 

This routine is called to enable an installed mouse handler before calling other 

mouse routines. 

• MouseHandler Proc Far 

This routine enables the mouse handler, so that when mouse interrupts occur, 

the corresponding interrupt routine will run. When this routine is called, it 

marks the mouse data structure flag with a —1, and then calls GetPos to update 

the mouse data structure. The mouse data structure contains the mouse type, 

the number of buttons on the mouse, and the mouse driver version. Then this 

routine would run each time the mouse interrupt occurs. When the mouse 

interrupt calls this handler, it will not be using the data segment or stack one 

has set up. This handler can call other routines, and if necessary changes to a 
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larger interrupt stack if more stack space is needed. The interrupt stack can be 

easily overflowed if the mouse driver's stack is used. 

• InitMouse 

This routine sets up the mouse and installs a text type cursor. The cursor is 

implemented in software in this case. 

• SetMouseRate 

This routine is effective only with the Microsoft inport bus mouse and used 

to set the number of times per second the bus card polls the mouse hardware. 

This routine can be used to turn off mouse polling in a purely interrupt driven 

environment. 
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CHAPTER 5 

Real-Time Multitasking Using Time-Slicing 

5.1 The Time-Slicer Kernel 

As mentioned earlier, this time-slicer is written in assembly language and can be 

converted to a resident program (which is less than 64K). Since the kernel is intended 

to be used in a networking environment, and is considered as another network layer 

below DOS, it is critical that the kernel not occupy too much of the lower 640K of 

memory. The kernel manages all processes and is responsible for starting new tasks 

by loading them into the memory. In addition, the kernel manages the client/server 

based Windows protocol (which will be discussed in Chapter 6). Furthermore, the 

kernel manages the system memory and will call DOS to allocate more memory 

dynamically as demand grows. In a networking environment, a task can be started 

on a given machine by another machine across the network. To start a new task, 

the kernel must ensure the integrity of the system by keeping track of the stack and 

memory occupied by each active task. The overall block diagram of this time-slicer 

kernel is shown in Figure 5.1. 
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To get a picture of how the real-time multitasking time-slicer works, one has to 

understand its scheduling policy. Although to some degree, a first-in-first-out (FIFO) 

policy is the simplest way of implementing the scheduling policy of this time-slicer, it 

is important to allow the operating system, in this case the kernel itself to dynamically 

allocate the computing resources or CPU power on the fly [13]. To simplify the 

programming and to make the time-slicer as resourceful as possible, a priority queuing 

scheme is implemented in addition to a process table which is implemented in a FIFO 

queue. The process table consists of an array of records. Each record is associated 

with a particular process. Each process record contains all parameters that are 

necessary for the successful execution of this process in a multitasking environment. 

The process table and the ready queue are shown in Figure 5.2. 

As shown in Figure 5.2, the process table has the same number of rows as the 

maximum number of processes that can be loaded. This process table is allocated in 

a continuous block of memory starting at SST of the first process. Notice that SST 

of the first process starts at the lowest address, and this process table ends at RDY 

of the last process at the highest memory. The lowest and highest memory are used 

here in the context relative to the process table. Each process has eleven parameters 

associated with it. The definitions of these parameters are defined as follows1 . 

. Define the Task Table 

TaskTableLen EQU SIZEOF TaskRow 

'Process table will be referred to as task table from here on. 
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TaskRow STRUC 

SST 

SPT 

SSV 

SPV 

EVENT 

RDY 

Owner 

WORD 0 

WORD 0 

WORD 0 

WORD 0 

StackName WORD 0 

IPC_Queue WORD 0 

Pointer DWORD 0 

DWORD 0 

DWORD 0 

Windowld WORD 0 

WORD 0 

; (S)tack (S)eg (T)ask 

(S)tack (P)tr (T)ask 

(SS) sa(V)ed for restart 

(SP) sa(V)ed for restart 

Task identifier 

IPC_Queue Handle 

Far ptr to anything 

Global message queue 

0 = ready, !0 - suspended 

Window handle associated 

with this Queue 

Process Id of the process 

that owns this task. 

0 if none. 

TaskRow ENDS 

SST and SPT are used to store the stack segment and stack pointer of a task stack, 

respectively. As mentioned in the previous chapter, each task's stack is protected 

from each other so that the data pushed onto the stack will not be corrupted by 

other tasks. SSV and SPV are a task's stack segment and stack pointer respectively 

when this stack is first loaded into memory. The importance of SSV and SPV will 
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be explained in the next section. TaskName is the identifier of a particular task, and 

is equivalent to a process id in Unix. Pointer is a far pointer to anything the user 

wants the task to have access to while it is running, including a block of memory or 

a program, or even another task. 

EVENT is a global message queue maintained by the kernel. The purpose of the 

EVENT queue is to give processes more flexibility in obtaining system resources. For 

example, a process may want to create a child process at run time. In such case, 

this process needs to put a message into the EVENT queue specifying all informations 

pertaining to a child process. The process Id of this process serves as the parent pro

cess Id of the child. Since a user can also spawn a task either locally or remotely, the 

display manager will pick up the process information through the standard interface 

and writes such information into the EVENT queue. Therefore, task can be spawned 

by an active process or the user(s). RDY indicates the status of a task, namely, ready, 

suspended, dead. 

• ready : The process is ready to run again. 

• suspended : The process is put to asleep. It cannot run until it is woken up by 

issuing wake up system call. 

• dead : The process is either completed or is terminated by the process itself. 
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Windowld is a particular text mode window associated with this process. Windowld 

is generated by the Window Manager discussed in Chapter 6. Other parameters are 

self explanatory. 

Notice that there are several pointers to the task table. TaskList is a far pointer 

which points to the beginning of the task table. Another far pointer ActivePtr points 

to the beginning of the row corresponding to the currently active task. Far pointer 

ActivePtr is calculated by adding the offset of the row relative to the beginning of 

the task table to the offset of the task table. 

The priority queue is also shown in Figure 5.2. The priority queue is an array 

beginning with the task of highest priority. The far pointer Queue points to the 

beginning of the priority queue for use by other programs. Another pointer QueueTail 

contains the byte offset of the last entry in the queue and points to the end of the 

priority queue. Notice that each entry of the priority queue is a Process ID by which 

the kernel can locate the next ready queue in the task table. 

When the CPU switches from one running process to another, it is necessary for 

the kernel to: 

1. Save the machine status of the running process in its entry in the task table. 

2. Check EVENT queue and spawn task(s) if necessary. 

3. Invoke Display Manager which processes window and dialog list. 
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Figure 5.3: Process state of the time-slicer. 

4. Search the priority queue to see if there is any entry in the queue. If there is 

an entry, use the process ID to locate the corresponding task row in the task 

table. 

5. Change the state of the process that was just located in the task table to running 

and restore the machine status of this process. 

6. If the priority queue is empty, search through the task table from the beginning 

until a task with status ready is found. Go to step 3. 

State changes in this time-slicer are shown in Figure 5.3. State changes are 

indicated by arrows and are defined as follows, where the arrow numbers in the 

figure correspond to the following statement numbers. 

1. A process enters the system when it is created by issuing the spawn system call 

as explained earlier. Spawn can be initiated by each a process or a user. 
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2. A ready process enters the running state when it is either the first task in the 

priority queue or it is the first ready task in the task table providing that the 

priority queue is empty. 

3. A ready process is changed from the running state to the ready state when the 

running state's time-slice is used up. 

4. A running process enters a sleep state when it issues an SleepTask system call. 

The kernel may suspend any running process. 

5. A process goes from the running state to the dead state when it issues the 

EndSelf system call. The kernel may terminate any task at run time. 

6. A dead task will enter the ready state only when it is restaxted by the kernel. 

7. A task in the asleep state enters the ready state when it is woked up by kernel. 

Note that in this time-slicer, only tasks in the ready state have a priority. 

5.2 Implementation of Hardware Initiated Time-Slicer 

New tasks are loaded into memory when they are started by a local user(s) or 

remote user(s) at run time. At system initialization, the kernel must first call DOS 

to change the page size to 2048K. Remember that if the default memory page size 

is not changed, DOS will allocate memory from the stack (which is usually less than 

16K) when dynamic memory allocation is requested. Before the time-slicer is started, 

the kernel will perform the following duties. 
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1. Initializing pointers to the task table and priority queue. 

2. Initializing CurTaskNum, LastTask, and TopStack. 

3. Allocating stack space for itself. 

4. Clearing flags. 

5. Call DOS Interrupt 48H to allocate memory (heap) for the Memory Manager. 

6. Start Memory Manager to create a free memory block list. 

7. Establish the Queue Manager which manages all IPC queues. 

8. Start Heap, Display and IPC Queue Managers. 

The latter three steps are discussed in Chapter 6. 

5.2.1 "Spawning" of Tasks 

Spawn means adding a task to the task table and setting up its stack. This system 

call resembles the "fork" system call in Unix. Table 5.1 lists parameters of a task 

and their purposes. 

Notice that for each task, the stack size should be given before this task is loaded 

into memory. Otherwise, the default stack size of 1024K will be applied to this task. 

Once the stack size is specified, an equivalent block of memory is allocated for this 

task. This stack will then serve as the temporary data storage for all vital information 

of this task during its course of execution. Once the stack is allocated, it remains 
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Parameter Name Purpose 
taskname the unique identification associated with each task. 
stacksize the size of the task stack in words, e.g. 1450 
Windowld the window handle associated with the task 

used by the window manager. 
Owner determine who owns this task, e.g. by another task. 
far pointer a pointer to anything one wants the task to 

have access to while it is running 
IPC-Queue An unique interprocess communication queue 

associated with each process. 
event Global queue Id of the EVENT queue. 
state an integer: 0-ready, 1-asleep, 2-dead 

valid until the task is either marked dead or is completed. If the stack requirement 

is greater than the maximum requirement, then the kernel will request memory from 

the memory manager which returns the segment : offset of the allocated memory 

block. Note that the DOS int 48H call for dynamic memory allocation is not allowed 

here because it is not reentrant. Figure 5.4 illustrates the sequence of actions that 

will take place once the spawn system call is made. 

Figure 5.5 illustrates the stack operation during the execution steps shown in 

Figure 5.4. In step 1, the kernel checks the EVENT queue to determine if any spawn 

request is there. If there is, the kernel will invoke spawn to load a new process into 

memory. In step 3, the current stack location of the main stack is saved so that 

when the stack is allocated for this task, the kernel can still return to the main stack. 

The current stack location pointed to by topstack is saved for restart as shown in 

Figure 5.4. Then, the stack is set up for the return to the termination routine when 
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Figure 5.4: Flowchart of Spawn System Call. 
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the em EndSelf system call is made. Now the task's stack is allocated according 

to its size specified. In addition, the corresponding row of the task table must be 

loaded with the parameters given by the EVENT queue. Finally, the kernel will load 

the current stack pointer and stack segment with the main stack's stack pointer and 

offset saved previously in step 3 so that the kernel can return to the main stack when 

it is called to perform the spawning of another task. 

5.2.2 Prepare For Hardware Driven Context Switching 

Before hardware driven context switching can be initiated, the timer interrupt 

vector must be patched such that the new interrupt service routine will run instead 

of the old DOS time-of-day routine. Microsoft MASM 6.0 provides standard routines 

to repatch the interrupt vectors. The following steps are taken by the kernel to set 

up hardware multitasking. 

1. Initialize the current task number, CurTaskNum, to 0. 

2. Disable timer interrupts. 

3. Call SaveVectors to save old DOS time-of-day interrupt vectors so that the 

original state can be restored when time-slicer is terminated. 

4. Call InitTSR to patch new timer, auxiliary timer interrupt service routines into 

the 08H, 01CH, 50H vectors. Thus, when the timer-interrupt is fired, the new 

interrupt service routines (ISR) will be executed instead of the old ISRs. 
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Figure 5.5: Stack allocation and operation during spawn. 
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5. Enable 8253 timer interrupts. 

6. Start hardware driven context switching. 

When time-slicer returns, the following steps will be taken to ensure that the system 

will return to normal status. 

1. Ensure access to data segment (@data). 

2. Turn off timer while restoring machine state by set time base to normal. 

3. Clean up stack. 

4. Replace new ISR vectors with old ISR vectors. 

5. Return 

The time base mentioned in step 2 refers to the time period of the timer interrupt. 

Since the DOS timer interrupt will fire every 55 msec [9], its time base is sometimes 

too slow for implementing multitasking. Therefore, the Intel 8253 interrupt timer 
I 

controller is programmed so that its time base can be set to any of these time bases: 

1 msec, 2 msec, 5 msec, 10 msec, and 20 msec. The time base consideration will 

be discussed in the next section. However, when the client/server graphical window 

interface is loaded, only the default timer interrupt is used in order to avoid conflict 

with NetBios which also programs the 8253 interrupt timer controller. 
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5.2.3 Set the 8253 Programmable Interrupt Timer 

The Intel 8253 programmable interrupt timer is also called the programmable inter

val timer/event counter. In this multitasking time-slicer, the 8253 is used to interrupt 

a time-sharing system at evenly spaced intervals so that it can switch programs. Un

der DOS, the 8253 will generate the time-of-day interrupt 08H approximately 18.2 

times per second. Interrupt 08H then generates hardware interrupt 01H. For this 

multitasking system, the user will be able to select the desired time-slice to obtain the 

desired performance by selecting one of the controls on the kernel's dialog box. The 

kernel's dialog box is quite similar to the dialog box offered in Microsoft Windows. 

When the appropriate control is selected, another dialog will pop up to allow the user 

to select appropriate time-slice. The kernel's dialog box is the only way for a user 

to spawn tasks and to terminate any currently active task. Note that everything is 

message based. The kernel's dialog box is maintained by the Display Manager which 

will put appropriate message(s) to the EVENT queue if certain dialog control(s) is 

selected. 

The Enhance Timer routine sets the 8253 programmable interrupt timer by setting 

the time base or timer interrupt period desired by the user. The time base available 

are: 1, 2, 5, 10 or 20 ms. By default, the time base will be 54.925 ms. The desired time 

base will be pushed onto the stack prior to the procedure call. The EnhanceTimer 

routine will then update the two global variables INT08H.Rndl or INT08-Rnd2. 

Under normal DOS environment, the ISR of timer interrupt 08H will increment 
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DOS tics by one. If the time base is changed to 1 ms. Then the speed up factor 

will be approximately 55. In another words, the DOS tics will not increment until 

the 55th interrupt. Moreover, since 55 is an approximation of the actual ratio 54.925 

(1/18.208482), it is necessary to increment the DOS tics after 40279 extra DOS tics 

to insure that the DOS time-of-day error is less than 1 percent on a 24 hour basis. 

INT08H-Rndl informs the calling procedure when to call EnhanceTimer routine to 

increment DOS tics. On the other hand, INT08H-Rnd2 informs the calling procedure 

when to call EnhanceTimer routine to increment DOS tics again due to the speed up 

factor. 

Note that the procedure EnhanceTimer is only called from the timer INT-08H ISR 

because the ISR of INT 01H is used to implement context switching. This routine 

will set time-flag to TRUE and set the specified time base. For any other value, this 

routine sets the time at the standard 54.925 ms period. The ISR calls this routine 

which loads the counter value at which the 8253 chip issues a hardware interrupt for 

the timer. If the value is 0, then the timer interrupt occurs after 65536 counts. 

The normal input frequency of 8253 is 1.19318 MHz, then the interrupt period 

can be calculated as follows. 

period = 1/(1193180/65536) = 1/(18.208482) = 54.925 msec 

Table 5.3 describes the time base modifications implemented. On the passcount 

values shown above, the old DOS interrupt service routine is run to maintain DOS 

time of day and to handle DOS timing functions. Some DOS time errors will still 
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Table 5.1: Implementing Time Base Modification for 8253 PIT. 

Time Slice Speed-Up pit-count basic extra DOS time 
(msec) DOS tics DOS tics err (24 hr) 

1.000 54.92500 1193 55 40279 -0.054925 s 
2.000 27.46250 2386 28 1430 +0.692500 s 
5.000 10.98500 5966 11 8056 -0.054925 s 

10.000 5.49250 11932 6 65 +7.100000 s 
20.000 2.74625 23864 3 32 +106.800000 s 
54.925 0.00000 0 1 NONE 0.000000 s 

accumulate. The best choices are 1, 2 or 5 ms if best DOS time keeping must be 

maintained. With these choices, the error should be less than or equal to ± 1 second 

in 24 hours. It is preferable to get the time from a real-time clock if very accurate 

DOS time keeping at 10 and 20 ms time slices are required. Timing based on the 

actual tic rates of 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 ms will be accurate to 1 in 65536 or better than 

0.00152%. The normal 54.925 rate has no DOS time error, and it is used when the 

client/server based Windows Protocol is installed. 

5.2.4 Implementing Context Switching Using Timer ISR 

When the timer interrupt 08H is fired, the interrupt service routine TIC-08H 

begins to run immediately. The initial portion is set up for speeding up the tic count. 

The description below is concerned only with this portion, which guarantees that at 

enhanced timer speeds the DOS tic count is updated as necessary to keep the time-

of-day clock current. If no update is needed, the context switcher int 01CH is called. 

If an update is needed, either on the basic pass count or on the "extra" pass count, 
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the old int 08H handler is called. This automatically updates the DOS tic count and 

calls the 01CH auxiliary timer interrupt to effect a context switch. 

Whenever the aux timer interrupt (context switcher) is fired, the context switcher 

is first checked for a blocked condition, that is, an interrupt already in progress. 

A block condition is quite common because when the Display Manager is running 

(to resize or move a window), all other program are suspended because the Display 

Manager is running as the interrupt routine. 

The detailed flow chart of TIC-08HISR is shown in Figure 5.6 Notice that the old 

INT08H handler is called either when the PASSCOUNTl is equal to INT08H-Rndl 

or when PASSCOUNT2 is equal to INT08H-Rnd2. INT08H.Rndl is the speed up 

factor when the time base is not the default 55 ms. INT08H-Rnd2 is the extra DOS 

tics accumulated in 24 hours. Notice also that int 01CH is called within the ISR of 

int 08H. Int 01CH ISR handles the context and stack switchings. 

5.2.5 The Context Switcher 

Hardware interrupt 01CH is the entry point for the hardware-interrupt-driven 

context switcher. The synonym for hardware driven is preemptive. Note that the 

8259 Programmable Interrupt Controller (PIC) disables any further interrupts on 

the IRQO line until it is notified that the interrupt has been serviced. Therefore, 

01CH ISR will send end-of-interrupt signal to 8259 PIC before implementing context 

switching. In order to understand how to effect a context switch, first study the 
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information stored on each task's stack by the spawn routine, and the information 

stored in the task table. For this discussion, consider just two of the tasks in a typical 

table: DR and CT. Let DR be executing initially. Let CT be the next task to run, 

either because of priority or maybe because its just the next task whose ready flag is 

set. Table 5.4 shows the content of the task table. 
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Table 5.2: Status of the task table with task DR is active.and task CT is ready. 

SST SPT SSV SPV TAG PTR EVENT RDY. 
460A 584A 460A 5866 DR 0000:0006 0 0 
460A 37DA 460A 37F6 CT 0000:000B 3 0 

Table 5.3: Task stacks at various points during the context switch. 

BEFORE ISR INT 01CH IRET 
after pushing regs 

DR CT DR CT DR CT 
**** SAVED SAVED 
*** REGS REGS 
*** CTJP SAVED CTJP SAVED 
*** CT.CS REGS CT.CS REGS 
*** FLAGS DRJP FLAGS DRJP 
*** **** DR.CS **** DR.CS **** 

*** local FLAGS **** FLAGS **** 

local vars **** **** **** **** 

vars **** **** **** **** **** 

*** **** **** **** **** **** 

ENDJP ENDJP ENDJP ENDJP ENDJP ENDJP 
END.CS END.CS END.CS END.CS END.CS END.CS 

Note that the main program is always task 0. Therefore, all spawned tasks start 

at 1. 

From Table 5.5, the sequence of events during context switching 

1. Interrupt fires and pushes flags, CS, IP for current task (DR) on DR's stack. 

2. Machine state is saved on DR's stack. 

3. Current SS, SP (SST,SPT) are saved in DR's row of the table, using the current 

task number to get index to DR's row. 
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4. Select next task to run. (Issues: Task is ready? Task is next in queue? How to 

stop if all tasks are suspended?) 

5. Compute new index into table for task CT. Retrieve CT's SST,SSP into SS, 

SP. This puts machine on a new stack. 

6. Restore the machine state previously saved on CT's stack. 

7. IRET pops CS:IP for CT's code and flags. CT is now running. 

The flow chart of the 01CH context switcher is shown in Figure 5.7. The execution 

sequence is quite straightforward. Notice that the tasks in the priority queue always 

take precedence over those that are not. In addition, the task is switched only after 

the current SP:SS is pointing to the new stack associated with the next task. If all 

tasks are suspended or asleep, the context switcher will set appropriate error bit and 

returns. 
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CHAPTER 6 

Client/Server Based Windows User Interface 

6.1 Overview of Display Manager 

The purpose of networking is to provide computing power sharing, distributed 

computing, file sharing, and a transparent user interface. For example, in a Unix 

network running X-windows, a user has the freedom to relogin to another machine 

by opening a window on his or her machine. Relogin stands for remote login where 

a user logins into a remote machine and computing is done remotely. However, the 

user will not see any visual difference because all the information is passed to the 

local machine and is subsequently displayed locally. 

For every machine running X-windows, there is a local X-server. In the remote 

login case discussed above, the local X-server will act as a client, and the remote 

X-server will act as a server. As far as the remote machine's kernel is concern, all 

the computing is done as if the user is logged in locally. Furthermore, all display 

information is written to the screen memory. Yet, the display information is actually 

written to the remote machine's system memory, not to the video memory as the 

remote kernel perceived. In fact, the X-server of the remote machine will send the 
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window with input focus to the local machine via the network. And the local X-server 

or the client will copy the information to the local window with input focus. Input 

focus is an important concept here. For example, there may be several windows that 

have been opened on the machine, but only one window may have input focus which 

means that all other windows are covered in a visual sense. In addition, there may 

be one or several users logined to the remote machine locally at the same time and 

all their windows are displayed on the remote machine's screen except the user that 

login to this machine remotely. 

If Microsoft Window is implemented instead of Client/Server based X-window, 

then it is impossible to have users logined to another machine remotely by simply 

opening a window on the local machine. The fact is, Microsoft Window writes every 

thing directly to the video memory. Therefore, the local user will never see anything 

being displayed on the local screen because all the information is being displayed on 

the remote machine. Moveover, even if the data is sent across the network to the 

local machine, all the data is written directly to the video memory and is displayed 

on the screen immediately. If another window currently having the input focus, its 

screen is corrupted. 

Since the IBM PC doesn't have the luxury of having a complicated operating sys

tem such as Unix and X-window system, it is necessary to create a memory manager 

and a message queue manager, as well as a dedicated background process that will 
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Display Process Memory Manager Queue Manager Window Manager 

Display Manager 

Figure 6.1: The Block Diagram of the Display Manager. 

paint each window in a correct order many times a second. Figure 6.1 is a block dia

gram illustrates the hierarchy of the display manager. However, the memory manager 

can be accessed by the kernel as well for allocating memory on the fly. The term 

client/server has been used frequently in describing event driven real time systems. 

In this Windows protocol model, each work station is considered as both the client 

and the server. Since the protocol itself is message or is event driven, the NetBios 

or the kernel will put messages into appropriate queues including the interprocess 

communication queues. At every time tick, each application will check its message 

queue and execute whatever action specified by the request. 

Figure 6.2 illustrates the steps taken by the display manager at each time tick. 

The display manager is activated every time tick or 55 times a second. At step 1, the 

display manager checks its queue to determine the type of messages or request. For 

example, if the request is to open a window for a process, the display manager will 

request the memory manager to allocate enough memory for the window. Then the 

display process is called to refresh all windows by painting the new window last. The 
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Figure 6.2: Steps taken by the Display Manager at each time tick, 

new window will have the input focus. Off course, the input focus may be changed 

if a mouse button is pressed. In this protocol, if one double clicks the mouse button 

inside a window, then this window will immediately have input focus. If there is no 

messages, the display manager returns to the kernel. 

6.2 Memory Manager 

The previous section illustrates the importance of saving virtual windows to the 

system memory and refreshing each window by writing to the window in memory 

instead of writing directly to the screen memory. For example, when the user enters 

keys from the keyboard or pulls down a menu from the pulldown menu being displayed 

in one of the windows, the keys and the menu are being written to the corresponding 

window in memory. Then the background painting process will paint each window in 

a correct order such that the window with input focus will be painted at last. Since 
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NetWoik 

Figure 6.3: Client/Server Window Interface 

the painting process is accomplished in a tiny fraction of a second, the user will not 

notice any unpleasant flashing when the painting taking place. For a 32-bit processor 

such as 386 or 486, the painting process involving only transferring the window in 

memory to the video memory on a 32-bit data bus. Transferring data on a 32-bit 

bus is extremely fast. The refreshing scheme implemented here is not any different 

from the X-window based system except that X-window uses a dedicated processor 

to handle all the video operations. Figure 6.3 illustrates the above concept. 

The primary function of the memory manager is to allocate memory for each 

window and to keep track of a free list which links all free blocks in a memory 

block. This memory block is requested by MemAlloc routine which request memory 

in multiple of 16 bytes from DOS at system start-up. In this case, the amount of 
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memory requested is lOOif bytes. Of course, the amount of memory needed varies 

from time to time. To make the memory manager more robust, it is designed to 

allocate memory to any request including from the window manager. The window 

manager discussed in the next section maintains a list of all opened windows. When 

a window is closed, MemFree routine is called to free the corresponding memory block 

by adding it to the free memory block list. It is the responsibility of the memory 

manager to merge consecutive free memory blocks into one if a merge is possible. 

Consequently, the memory manager is consisting of the following routines other than 

the two already mentioned above. 

• BlockFind PROC FAR 

The purpose of this assembly routine is to search through the free list until a 

memory block of the size equal or greater than the memory size requested is 

found. Then it calls ListDel routine to delete that entry from the free list. 

• ListDel PROC FAR 

This routine simply deletes an entry from the linked list. Notice that each list 

is a structure whose first element is handle of the memory block. Since each 

handle is unique, ListDel simply traverse down the list until a march is found. 

• ListMerge PROC FAR 

This routine is called by ListDel to determine if the adjacent memory blocks of 

this newly free memory block can be merged. If the adjacent memory blocks 

are also free, a merging procedure is performed. 
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• BuildList PROC FAR 

This routine is called by MemAlloc routine in the beginning to initialize the free 

memory block list. 

6.3 Window Manager 

The window manager maintains a list of all the windows opened. Window Man

ager is a process spawned along with other tasks when the multitasking system is 

initialized. Window manager is executed 55 times a second or at the default timer 

interrupt rate. Whenever a task is spawned, the spawn routine will puts a message in 

the message queue as shown in Figure 6.4. The Window Manager will pass a message 

through another message queue to request the Queue Manager to search the open 

window message queue if there is any request for opening a new window. The queue 

manager will return an index to the open window queue to the window manager if a 

new request is found. 

In that case, the window manager will updates the window list which has all the 

information about all the windows that have been opened. Note that once a process 

is dead, its entry in the window list is deleted. Notice that task 4 is restarted, 

so it put a message into the queue. Notice also that only the size of the window is 

shown in Figure 6.4. The entire message shall consists of the size of the window in 

bytes, all the specifications such as type of border, attributes and text. Note that 

task 1 is active, therefore task 1 shall have the input focus. As mentioned earlier, 
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Figure 6.4: Interprocess Communication between Spawn of a task and Window Man
ager 
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whoever has the input focus will be painted last. Window manager will then call 

RefreshWindow routine to paint each window to the screen by copying windows from 

the system memory to the video memory. 

6.4 Queue Manager 

Queue Manager is an important part of this client/server based window interface. 

The responsibility of the queue manager is to determine the message type and to 

retrieve the message and return it to the caller. In this client/server based system, a 

local user who remotely login to a remote machine is the client, whereas the remote 

machine will be the server. For each windows opened on the local machine, there will 

be an unique display queue associated with it. Notice that although the windows are 

displayed on the local machine, all the processing are done on the remote machine. 

Remember that each opened window is saved in memory of the remote machine. 

Thus, if one wants to resize the current window, a message is put into this window's 

display queue. The remote machine will get the message and resize the window in 

memory and pass a pointer back to the local machine via network. Once the message 

is received, the local machine's queue manager will store the pointer returned by the 

remote machine and the display process will take the change into account during the 

next window refresh. 

Of course, it is impossible to pass a pointer to the memory of the local machine 

to the remote machine because the pointer is meaningless to any other machine 
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other than the local machine itself. In reality, only the network layers above the 

session layer will have the concept of passing a pointer or a handle via network. 

In fact, the memory pointed by this pointer will be sent to the remote machine. 

For Unix programmers, Remote Procedure Call such as SUN RPC developed by 

Sun Microsystems provides a convenient way to write client/server based network 

applications in C. In this project, since PC network BIOS are mostly written in 

assembly lanaguage, a shell was provided to allow procedure calls from a high level 

language such as C. 
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CHAPTER 7 

Results and Summary 

7.1 Multitasking Kernel Driver 

After this preemptive multitasking kernel and the client/server based Windows 

protocol was developed, a driver was written to test the kernel. This driver was 

designed to be as complete as possible in order to facilitate the debugging of the 

multitasking kernel. The driver interface is completely windows based. Windows 

are actually dialogs derived from graphic dialogs obtained from Borland C++ 3.0's 

WINDOW resource manager. Each dialog is consists of different controls and gadgets. 

By pointing the mouse at one of the gadget or control, a child process is spawned. 

This child process will perform functions as indicated by the particular control. The 

tab key is used to move from one control to another if no mouse is available. These 

following essential features of this multitasking kernel is tested to ensure that they 

will function properly under any circumstance. 

• Put an active task to sleep or suspend a task. 

• Wake up a suspended task by marking its status as ready. 
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• Interprocess communications including remote IPC. 

• Accessing of critical resources such as disk read or write. 

• Restart a task that is either completed or is terminated by the kernel or the 

user. 

• Dynamically open and close dialogs as processes are spawned or killed. 

• All actions are message based. 

To trace the multitasking sequence, a trace table is set up and it is displayed 

dynamically in a specified window. This trace table will display every task's status, 

its child processes, and its operation during the multitasking sequence. The trace 

table is maintained by process 9 which is spawned by the kernel if the user selects it 

by clicking on the corresponding control on the kernel's dialog box. 

This test program employs three nested loops implemented in software to test the 

multitasking kernel. Up to ten tasks are allowed to run simultaneously. In another 

words, up to ten dialogs may be opened simultaneously. Of course, only one dialog 

may have input focus at any given time period. 

Each task corresponds to one dialog. Each dialog in turn may have several windows 

allocated in memory since each gadget or control is a text mode window. For example, 

a text mode calculator (which is exactly the same calculator as in Microsoft Window 

3.0) has 14 controls or 14 windows. 
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The user will be able to change the value of the time period (time slice) associated 

with each task by selecting one of the controls of the kernel dialog. The kernel is a 

process that is always active. 

Initially, the kernel will spawn five tasks dynamically at system startup as in 

X-Window. Three nested loops implemented in software are used to test the multi

tasking kernel. Also a LoopCount variable is maintained by each task that displays 

the current loop value in one of its controls. For example, if a task is currently in the 

last iteration (which has a value of 5) of the inner loop, the LoopCount will have a 

value of 5. 

There are five more controls displayed by the kernel dialog. Each control corre-

ponds to one process. These five processes are to be initiated by the user. If the 

user click one of the control specified by Calc, a calculator dialog will pop up on the 

screen. This calculator dialog may perform some elementary algebraic operations. 

To simulate access of critical resource (disk drive), task 3 generates some random 

numbers, and notifies when it is through by putting a message in the IPC queue. 

When task 6 notices that task 3 has finished generating the random number array, 

it writes this array to disk in a critical section. Task 2 tests for completion of task 6, 

and then reads the array from disk, one hundred numbers at a time. Note that each 

task will check its IPC queue to determine the type of the message and the intended 

receiver. 
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For the five tasks initiated at system startup, their execution sequences and the 

kernel itself are listed below. 

• Kernel 

The kernel is run continuously until the user selects the EXIT option on the its 

dialog. Then, the system exits to DOS. New tasks such as Calculator may be 

started if proper control is selected. The Kernel dialog shall maintain InputFo-

cus until another dialog is selected. The kernel's dialog box is maintained by 

the Display Manager. 

• Remote Procedure Call Server 

This task is also run continuously. Waiting for requests from a remote machine. 

• T2 task2 

Each of these tasks simply update a counter after each traverse of the middle 

loop in a three-loop iteration. Each task writes the counter to its own dialog 

window. Activity for a task is signalled both by the changing value of the 

counter, as well as the information being displayed on its dialog window. 

• T3 task 3 same as above. 

T4 task 4 same as above. 

T5 task 5 same as above. 

T6 task 6 same as above. 
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The task switching is done preemptively. The use of the sleep, wake, inqueue, 

and restart system calls were tested with the following scheme. Each task consists of 

three nested counting loops. Three loop counts for each task are inserted as global 

data. The outer loop count controls the overall 'size' of the task. The location of the 

'action' enhancers: SleepTask, Wake Task, restart, inqueue, either within the inner or 

middle loop, determines how fast a task will count up. The ratios of the loop counts 

determine what action takes place. The level of interaction can be very high. The 

current set up is shown in Figure 7.1. The other three tasks shown in Figure 7.1 are 

spawn dynamically by the kernel when the user selects these tasks from the kernel's 

dialog box. Task 7 will be running continuously to find all the files on the hard 

disk and then writing each file to its window. A counter is maintained by task 7 to 

indicate the number of files exist on the hard disk. Task 8 is very similar to task 7 

except that task 8 lists all the directories on the hard disk starting from the root 

directory. If Task 9 is selected, it will display the status of each task. 

After a series of test, both the Windows Protocol Model and the Kernel are proven 

to be working correctly. 

7.2 Summary and a Note on Future Applications 

In this project, a complete software package was developed for implementing real

time multitasking under MS-DOS in a networking environment. The purpose of this 

project is to be familiar with the hardware architecture and organizations of the 
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Figure 7.1: Multitasking Kernel's organization and setting. 
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IBM PC and PC network system. In particular, the manipulations of vital hardware 

mechanisms such as interrupts will be important in developing NET BIOS or other 

PC based real time applications. The direct manipulations of the video display in text 

mode provide insights into developing Graphical User Interface programs without the 

aid of BIOS under a multitasking environment. In particular, a client/server based 

Windows protocol model is developed. 

One of the future improvements of this program is to incorporate this multitasking 

package into network operating systems such as NetWare running NET BIOS. NET 

BIOS is another layer of software built upon MS-DOS for interconnecting PCs on a 

local area network. NET BIOS completely rewritten DOS interrupt service routine 

21H so that when INT 21H occurs, NET BIOS will determine whether the computer is 

requesting DOS services or it is receiving messages from the network. If the messages 

from the network are arrived, NET BIOS will take over and implementing the services 

that are requested. NET BIOS works similar to the INT 08H and INT 01CH context 

switching routines in that it repatches DOS's old ISRs vectors. In essence, NET BIOS 

works as a filter that filters out network services (which are handled by the NET BIOS 

itself) from the regular DOS service requests from the application program. 

If this multitasking package is incorporated into network operating system, then, 

when NET BIOS is servicing a network request, the CPU can be executing the current 

application as well. Moreover, it is possible for the computer to serve multiple network 
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Figure 7.2: Incorporating Kernel and Window Protocol into NETBIOS. 

requests and multiple applications at the same time. Figure 7.2 shows the concept 

mentioned above. 
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